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Starting Point: Futures  

- Concurrency abstraction first proposed for MultiLisp 
•Transparent annotations on calls 

•Annotated method may be executed asynchronously (concurrently) 

•Result claimed later in execution 

- Effectively serves as a speculation context 
- Available in Java 1.5
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automatically revokes executions that fail to observe the effects of

the futures they spawned, and uses object versioning to ensure that

futures do not observe the effects of their continuations.

1.1 Contributions

This paper presents the design, semantics, an implementation, and

a performance evaluation of safe futures for Java. Our contributions

are summarized as follows:

• We motivate the design of safe futures, present an API, and

associated programming model. Our model allows program-

mers to view futures as simply benign annotations on method

calls inserted where concurrency may be profitably exploited.

• We define a semantics for object calculus similar to Feather-

weight Java [24] extended with futures. The semantics yield

schedules, an interleaved trace of read and write events. We

define safety conditions on schedules that capture notions of

validity with respect to these operations performed by con-

currently evaluating tasks. We prove a soundness result that

shows every safe schedule is indeed equivalent to a serial one

in which no interleavings are present.

• We present details of an implementation built on top of the

Jikes RVM [8, 3] that supports object versioning and task re-

vocation to ensure safety. In addition to providing the ratio-

nale for our implementation decisions, we describe both nec-

essary compiler and run-time modifications critical to the im-

plementation.

• A detailed experimental study is also given. In addition to

exploring the performance impact of safe futures on paral-

lelizable programs adapted from the Java Grande benchmark

suite [38], we also provide a detailed performance study on

007, a well-known synthetic database benchmark [10] that al-

lows us to more accurately assess implementation overheads,

and performance limitations. Our experiments show that for

programs with modest mutation rates on shared data, our ap-

proach can profitably exploit parallelism, without sacrificing

safety.

2 DESIGN

Adding futures to an imperative object-oriented language like Java

raises several important design issues. Our foremost design goal

is to preserve the spirit of programming with futures that made it

so appropriate for functional programming: the expectation that

a future performs its computation as if it had been invoked as

a synchronous function call, rather than an asynchronous thread.

This is a natural evolution of functional programming languages,

since functional programs typically perform infrequent mutation of

shared objects in the heap, instead obtaining results of symbolic

computations as constructions of heap-allocated data structures. In

contrast, computations in imperative languages like Java often ob-

tain their results via mutation of container objects (eg, arrays and

hash tables) in which results are deposited via mutation.

Unfortunately, current designs for futures in Java [26] neglect to

treat them as semantically transparent annotations as originally pro-

posed for functional languages [14, 15]. We believe this defeats the

original purpose of futures as an elegant and minimalist approach

to exploiting parallelism in existing programs, since programmers

are forced to reason about the side-effects of future executions to

public interface Future<V> {
V get()

throws InterruptedException,
ExecutionException;

}

public class FutureTask<V>
implements Future<V>, Runnable {
FutureTask(Callable<V> callable)

throws NullPointerException
{ ... }
V get()

throws InterruptedException,
ExecutionException

{ ... }
void run() { ... }

}

public interface Callable<V> {
V call() throws Exception;

}

Figure 1: The existing java.util.concurrent futures API

ensure correctness of programs that use them. Instead, we believe

that strong notions of safety for futures is what makes them so pow-

erful, where safety is ensured by the run-time system rather than left

as a burden for the programmer.

We now proceed to discussion of an API for safe futures, their

associated programming model, and their interaction with existing

Java concurrency mechanisms.

2.1 API for safe futures

A major challenge in introducing any new language abstraction is

to make it intuitive and easy to use. To ground our design, we begin

with the existing Java futures API [26] that is now part of the Java 2

Platform Standard Edition 5.0 (J2SE 5.0). Snippets of this existing

API appear in Figure 1, which embodies futures in the interface

Future. The get operation on a Future simply waits if necessary
for the computation it encapsulates to complete, and then retrieves

its result. We omit here those operations on futures that are not

germane to our remaining discussion.

In J2SE 5.0 there is an implementation of the Future interface
in the class FutureTask. Again, we omit details not germane to
our discussion. Here, the constructor for FutureTask creates a
future that will, upon invocation of the run method, execute the
given Callable by invoking its call method. If the call throws an
exception, it is delivered to the caller at the point where it invokes

the get method, wrapped up in an ExecutionException.

Our design calls for a new implementation of Future, namely
SafeFuture, which appears in Figure 2. Our semantics for

SafeFuture demand that the program fragments appearing in Fig-
ure 3 be semantically equivalent, regardless of the computation per-

formed by the given Callable<V> c, and the code surrounding its
invocation as a simple call or as a future.

To preserve the transparency of future calls, any uncaught

Exception thrown by the future call (ie, from the call method
of the Callable) will be delivered to the caller at the point of invo-
cation of the run method, and the effects of the code following the
run method will be revoked. The effects of the future call up to the
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public class SafeFuture<V>
implements Future<V>, Runnable {
SafeFuture(Callable<V> callable)

throws NullPointerException
{ ... }
V get()

throws InterruptedException,
ExecutionException

{ ... }
void run() { ... }

}

Figure 2: Safe futures API

Callable<V> c = ...;

.

..

...
V v = c.call();
...

...
Future<V> f
= new SafeFuture<V>(c);

f.run();
...
V v = f.get();

Figure 3: Semantically equivalent code fragments

point it threw the exception will remain. These semantics preserve

equivalence with the simple call.

A more detailed example program appears in Figure 4. A fu-

ture defined in the sample code fragment computes the sum of the

elements in the array of integers a concurrently with a call to the
static method bar on class Foo, which receives argument a. Note
that method bar may access (and modify) a concurrently with the
future computation. Our semantics require that the observable be-

havior of calls to methods serial and concurrent be the same.
Replacing uses of SafeFuture with the existing FutureTask from
J2SE 5.0 provides no such guarantee.

2.2 Programming model

The programming model enabled by use of safe futures permits

straightforward exploitation of latent parallelism in programs. One

can think of safe futures as transparent annotations on method calls,

which designate opportunities for concurrency. Serial programs can

be made concurrent simply by replacing standard method calls with

future invocations. This greatly eases the task of the programmer,

since all reasoning about the behavior of the program can be in-

ferred from its original serial execution. Even though some parts of

the program are executed concurrently, the semblance of serial ex-

ecution is preserved. Of course, the cost of using futures may out-

weigh exploitable parallelism, so placement of future invocations

has performance implications.

Under our current programming model, safety does not extend

to thread synchronization primitives (egwait/notify). We defer con-

sideration of this issue to future work.

3 FEATHERWEIGHT JAVA & FUTURES

To examine notions of safety with respect to interleavings of actions

that operate within a future and its continuation, we define a seman-

public class Example
implements Callable<Integer>

{
int[] a = new int[]{1,2,3};

public Integer call() {
int sum = 0;
for (int v : a) sum += v;
return sum;

}
int serial() {
Integer sum = call();
Foo.bar(a);
return sum;

}
int concurrent() {
Future<Integer> f
= new SafeFuture<Integer>(this);

f.run();
Foo.bar(a);
return f.get();

}
public static void main (String[] args) {
int serial = new Example().serial();
int concurrent = new Example().concurrent();
assert serial == concurrent;

}
}

Figure 4: Using safe futures (with automatic boxing/unboxing of

int/Integer supported by J2SE 5.0)

tics for FFJ, a call-by-value object calculus similar to Featherweight

Java [24] extended with state, threads, and a future construct. The
semantics yield a schedule – a sequence of read and write operations

performed during the execution of a program. A schedule is serial

when all the operations of a program are executed within a single

(main) thread. A schedule is concurrent if fragments of a program

are executed concurrently by separate threads; in this case, the ac-

tions of these threads may be interleaved with one another. We

impose safety conditions on concurrent schedules to verify that op-

eration interleavings do not violate safety invariants. Informally, a

concurrent schedule is safe if it is equivalent, in terms of its actions

on shared data, to some serial schedule.

The syntax and semantics of FFJ are given in Figure 5. An FFJ

program defines a collection of class definitions, and a collection of

threads. Classes are all uniquely named, and define a collection of

instance fields and instance methods that operate over these fields.

Every method consists of an expression whose value is returned as

the result of a call to that method. An expression is either a variable,

a location that references an object, the pseudo-variable this, a
field reference, an assignment, a method invocation, a sequencing

operation, an object creation operation, a future creation, or a get
expression that claims a future.

Every class has a unique (nullary) constructor to initialize object

fields. The application of a constructor returns a reference to an

object instantiated from the class definition. A value is either null,
or an object instantiated from a class containing locations for the

fields declared by the class. A thread is uniquely labeled with a

thread identifier, and a location to hold the value it computes.

We take metavariables L to range over class declarations, C to
range over class names, M to range over methods, m to range over

March 18, 2005 3 OOPSLA’05
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public class SafeFuture<V>
implements Future<V>, Runnable {
SafeFuture(Callable<V> callable)

throws NullPointerException
{ ... }
V get()

throws InterruptedException,
ExecutionException

{ ... }
void run() { ... }

}

Figure 2: Safe futures API

Callable<V> c = ...;

.

..

...
V v = c.call();
...

...
Future<V> f
= new SafeFuture<V>(c);

f.run();
...
V v = f.get();

Figure 3: Semantically equivalent code fragments

point it threw the exception will remain. These semantics preserve

equivalence with the simple call.

A more detailed example program appears in Figure 4. A fu-

ture defined in the sample code fragment computes the sum of the

elements in the array of integers a concurrently with a call to the
static method bar on class Foo, which receives argument a. Note
that method bar may access (and modify) a concurrently with the
future computation. Our semantics require that the observable be-

havior of calls to methods serial and concurrent be the same.
Replacing uses of SafeFuture with the existing FutureTask from
J2SE 5.0 provides no such guarantee.

2.2 Programming model

The programming model enabled by use of safe futures permits

straightforward exploitation of latent parallelism in programs. One

can think of safe futures as transparent annotations on method calls,

which designate opportunities for concurrency. Serial programs can

be made concurrent simply by replacing standard method calls with

future invocations. This greatly eases the task of the programmer,

since all reasoning about the behavior of the program can be in-

ferred from its original serial execution. Even though some parts of

the program are executed concurrently, the semblance of serial ex-

ecution is preserved. Of course, the cost of using futures may out-

weigh exploitable parallelism, so placement of future invocations

has performance implications.

Under our current programming model, safety does not extend

to thread synchronization primitives (egwait/notify). We defer con-

sideration of this issue to future work.

3 FEATHERWEIGHT JAVA & FUTURES

To examine notions of safety with respect to interleavings of actions

that operate within a future and its continuation, we define a seman-

public class Example
implements Callable<Integer>

{
int[] a = new int[]{1,2,3};

public Integer call() {
int sum = 0;
for (int v : a) sum += v;
return sum;

}
int serial() {
Integer sum = call();
Foo.bar(a);
return sum;

}
int concurrent() {
Future<Integer> f
= new SafeFuture<Integer>(this);

f.run();
Foo.bar(a);
return f.get();

}
public static void main (String[] args) {
int serial = new Example().serial();
int concurrent = new Example().concurrent();
assert serial == concurrent;

}
}

Figure 4: Using safe futures (with automatic boxing/unboxing of

int/Integer supported by J2SE 5.0)

tics for FFJ, a call-by-value object calculus similar to Featherweight

Java [24] extended with state, threads, and a future construct. The
semantics yield a schedule – a sequence of read and write operations

performed during the execution of a program. A schedule is serial

when all the operations of a program are executed within a single

(main) thread. A schedule is concurrent if fragments of a program

are executed concurrently by separate threads; in this case, the ac-

tions of these threads may be interleaved with one another. We

impose safety conditions on concurrent schedules to verify that op-

eration interleavings do not violate safety invariants. Informally, a

concurrent schedule is safe if it is equivalent, in terms of its actions

on shared data, to some serial schedule.

The syntax and semantics of FFJ are given in Figure 5. An FFJ

program defines a collection of class definitions, and a collection of

threads. Classes are all uniquely named, and define a collection of

instance fields and instance methods that operate over these fields.

Every method consists of an expression whose value is returned as

the result of a call to that method. An expression is either a variable,

a location that references an object, the pseudo-variable this, a
field reference, an assignment, a method invocation, a sequencing

operation, an object creation operation, a future creation, or a get
expression that claims a future.

Every class has a unique (nullary) constructor to initialize object

fields. The application of a constructor returns a reference to an

object instantiated from the class definition. A value is either null,
or an object instantiated from a class containing locations for the

fields declared by the class. A thread is uniquely labeled with a

thread identifier, and a location to hold the value it computes.

We take metavariables L to range over class declarations, C to
range over class names, M to range over methods, m to range over
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public class SafeFuture<V>
implements Future<V>, Runnable {
SafeFuture(Callable<V> callable)

throws NullPointerException
{ ... }
V get()

throws InterruptedException,
ExecutionException

{ ... }
void run() { ... }

}

Figure 2: Safe futures API

Callable<V> c = ...;

.

..

...
V v = c.call();
...

...
Future<V> f
= new SafeFuture<V>(c);

f.run();
...
V v = f.get();

Figure 3: Semantically equivalent code fragments

point it threw the exception will remain. These semantics preserve

equivalence with the simple call.

A more detailed example program appears in Figure 4. A fu-

ture defined in the sample code fragment computes the sum of the

elements in the array of integers a concurrently with a call to the
static method bar on class Foo, which receives argument a. Note
that method bar may access (and modify) a concurrently with the
future computation. Our semantics require that the observable be-

havior of calls to methods serial and concurrent be the same.
Replacing uses of SafeFuture with the existing FutureTask from
J2SE 5.0 provides no such guarantee.

2.2 Programming model

The programming model enabled by use of safe futures permits

straightforward exploitation of latent parallelism in programs. One

can think of safe futures as transparent annotations on method calls,

which designate opportunities for concurrency. Serial programs can

be made concurrent simply by replacing standard method calls with

future invocations. This greatly eases the task of the programmer,

since all reasoning about the behavior of the program can be in-

ferred from its original serial execution. Even though some parts of

the program are executed concurrently, the semblance of serial ex-

ecution is preserved. Of course, the cost of using futures may out-

weigh exploitable parallelism, so placement of future invocations

has performance implications.

Under our current programming model, safety does not extend

to thread synchronization primitives (egwait/notify). We defer con-

sideration of this issue to future work.

3 FEATHERWEIGHT JAVA & FUTURES

To examine notions of safety with respect to interleavings of actions

that operate within a future and its continuation, we define a seman-

public class Example
implements Callable<Integer>

{
int[] a = new int[]{1,2,3};

public Integer call() {
int sum = 0;
for (int v : a) sum += v;
return sum;

}
int serial() {
Integer sum = call();
Foo.bar(a);
return sum;

}
int concurrent() {
Future<Integer> f
= new SafeFuture<Integer>(this);

f.run();
Foo.bar(a);
return f.get();

}
public static void main (String[] args) {
int serial = new Example().serial();
int concurrent = new Example().concurrent();
assert serial == concurrent;

}
}

Figure 4: Using safe futures (with automatic boxing/unboxing of

int/Integer supported by J2SE 5.0)

tics for FFJ, a call-by-value object calculus similar to Featherweight

Java [24] extended with state, threads, and a future construct. The
semantics yield a schedule – a sequence of read and write operations

performed during the execution of a program. A schedule is serial

when all the operations of a program are executed within a single

(main) thread. A schedule is concurrent if fragments of a program

are executed concurrently by separate threads; in this case, the ac-

tions of these threads may be interleaved with one another. We

impose safety conditions on concurrent schedules to verify that op-

eration interleavings do not violate safety invariants. Informally, a

concurrent schedule is safe if it is equivalent, in terms of its actions

on shared data, to some serial schedule.

The syntax and semantics of FFJ are given in Figure 5. An FFJ

program defines a collection of class definitions, and a collection of

threads. Classes are all uniquely named, and define a collection of

instance fields and instance methods that operate over these fields.

Every method consists of an expression whose value is returned as

the result of a call to that method. An expression is either a variable,

a location that references an object, the pseudo-variable this, a
field reference, an assignment, a method invocation, a sequencing

operation, an object creation operation, a future creation, or a get
expression that claims a future.

Every class has a unique (nullary) constructor to initialize object

fields. The application of a constructor returns a reference to an

object instantiated from the class definition. A value is either null,
or an object instantiated from a class containing locations for the

fields declared by the class. A thread is uniquely labeled with a

thread identifier, and a location to hold the value it computes.

We take metavariables L to range over class declarations, C to
range over class names, M to range over methods, m to range over
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How should this equivalence be preserved?
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Futures - Safety

- Easy to satisfy when no side-effects 
- Problems arise with mutation of shared data 
- Consider programs that only make use of futures -- no 
explicit threads or locks

5

If sequential program P is annotated with 
futures to yield concurrent program PF, then the 

observable behavior of P is equivalent to PF
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class INT { 
    int value; 
    INT(int i) { value = i; } 
    boolean eq(INT i) { return value == i.value; } 
    INT sum(INT i) { return new INT(value + i.value); } 
    INT add(INT i) { value += i.value; } 
    INT mul(INT i) { value *= i.value; } 
}
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static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    return res; }

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );
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TM

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    return res; }

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    return res; }

TF

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 
i2 = 5 
global = 0
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TM

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    return res; }

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    return res; }

TF
rd(i1)

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 
i2 = 5 
global = 0
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TM

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    return res; }

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    return res; }

TF
rd(i1)

rd(i1)

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 
i2 = 5 
global = 0
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TM

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    return res; }

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    return res; }

TF
rd(i1)

rd(i1)

rd(i2)

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 
i2 = 5 
global = 0
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TM

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    return res; }

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    return res; }

TF
rd(i1)

rd(i1)

rd(i2)

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 
i2 = 5 
global = 0
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Futures - Concurrent
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TM

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    return res; }

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    return res; }

TF
rd(i1)

rd(i1)

rd(i2)

rd(i2)

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 
i2 = 5 
global = 0
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TM

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    return res; }

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    return res; }

TF
rd(i1)

rd(i1)

rd(i2)

rd(i2)

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 
i2 = 5 
global = 0
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Futures - Concurrent
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TM

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    return res; }

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    return res; }

TF
rd(i1)

rd(i1)

rd(i2)

rd(i2) get

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 
i2 = 5 
global = 0
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TM

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    return res; }

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    return res; }

TF
rd(i1)

rd(i1)

rd(i2)

rd(i2) get wt(global)

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 
i2 = 5 
global = 10
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Futures - Concurrent
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TM

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    return res; }

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    return res; }

TF
rd(i1)

rd(i1)

rd(i2)

rd(i2) get wt(global)

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5   i2 = 5   global = 10
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Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

foo()

bar()

get()

add()

true

false

test
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Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

FUTURE foo()

bar()

get()

add()

true

false

test
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Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

FUTURE

CONTINUATION

foo()

bar()

get()

add()

true

false

test
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Observations

- No data dependency between future and its continuation 
- Concurrent execution trivially equivalent to a serial one, an 
execution in which the future annotation is erased 
- What if we introduce side-effects? 

21
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TM

TF

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 
i2 = 5 
global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 
i2 = 5 
global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

!!! i1 = 5 
i2 = 5 
global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

serial: 
i1 = 4 i1 = 5 

i2 = 5 
global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 
i2 = 5 
global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

serial: 
i2 = 4 i1 = 5 

i2 = 5 
global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 
i2 = 5 
global = 0
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Example: Concurrent
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(i1)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

rd(i1)

i1 = 10 
i2 = 5 
global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(i1)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

serial: 
i1 = 8

rd(i1)

i1 = 10 
i2 = 5 
global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(i1)

rd(i1)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

rd(i1)

i1 = 10 
i2 = 5 
global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(i1)

rd(i1)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

serial: 
i1 = 5

rd(i1)

i1 = 10 
i2 = 5 
global = 0
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TF
rd(i1)

TM rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(i1) wt(i2)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

rd(i2)rd(i1)

i1 = 10 
i2 = 10 
global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(i1)

rd(i1)

wt(i2)

rd(i2)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(i1)

rd(i1)

wt(i2)

rd(i2)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      20 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

rd(i2)rd(i1)

i1 = 10 
i2 = 10 
global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(i1)

rd(i1)

wt(i2)

rd(i2)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      20 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

serial: 
10

rd(i2)rd(i1)

i1 = 10 
i2 = 10 
global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(i1)

rd(i1)

wt(i2)

rd(i2) wt(i1)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      20 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

rd(i2)rd(i1)

rd(i1)

i1 = 9 
i2 = 10 
global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(i1)

rd(i1)

wt(i2)

rd(i2) wt(i1) wt(i2)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      20 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

rd(i2)rd(i1)

rd(i1) rd(i2)

i1 = 9 
i2 = 9 
global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(i1)

rd(i1)

wt(i2)

rd(i2) wt(i1) wt(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      20 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

rd(i2)rd(i1)

rd(i1) rd(i2)

i1 = 9 
i2 = 9 
global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(i1)

rd(i1)

wt(i2)

rd(i2) wt(i1) wt(i2)

get wt(global)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      20 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

rd(i2)rd(i1)

rd(i1) rd(i2)

i1 = 9 
i2 = 9 
global = 20

i1 = 8   i2 = 8   global = 10
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What Happened?

- Concurrency of shared updates led to unexpected behavior 
- Updates from continuation leaked into future: foo() should not see 
results of bar() 
- Results computed by future were not available for continuation: 
bar() supposed to see results of foo()
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Safety Guarantees

‣ Future never reads a location written by its continuation. 

‣ Continuation never reads a location written by the future. 

‣ Unfortunately, cannot trivially apply static race detection techniques: 
– No locks or atomic sections 

‣ Even with locks, could only guarantee serializability, not 
serial order 

– No syntactic synchronization boundary on continuation 

‣ Futures and their associated claims are decoupled
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Mediating Conflicts

Two distinct questions: 
‣Does a conflict exist between a future and a continuation? 

- Where should barriers be inserted? 

‣What should the scope of a continuation be? 

- Must guarantee that the continuation scope encapsulates all potential 
conflict points. 

- Syntactic claim or touch points insufficient.
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Dependency Violations
44

The scenario described above is illustrated in Figure 6 (wavy
lines represent threads and boxes represent execution contexts).
Initially, a primordial context (Cp) is created and bound to Tmain,
the thread evaluating the main method (Figure 6(a)). When a fu-
ture is scheduled for execution (ie, its run method is invoked), two
more contexts are created (Figure 6(b)): context C f to evaluate the
future (C f is bound to Tf , a new thread used to execute the code
encapsulated within the future), and contextCc to evaluate the con-
tinuation of the future (Cc is bound to the same thread as the primor-
dial context Cp, in this case Tmain). The execution of the program
proceeds concurrently until the get method is invoked (the result
computed by the future is then claimed) and then goes back to exe-
cuting entirely within Tmain, the main thread of computation. Note
that at this point both contexts C f and Cc as well as thread Tf are
discarded (Figure 6(c)) and can be cached for later re-use.

4.2 Preserving serial semantics
When two or more execution contexts execute concurrently, their

operations may be arbitrarily interleaved and thus the semblance of
serial execution may be violated. Consider two execution contexts:
one representing a future (C f ) and one representing a continuation
of this future (Cc). Under a (logical) serial order of execution, C f

precedes Cc. If C f and Cc execute concurrently, this order may be
violated in one of two ways:

• Cc does not observe the effect of an operation performed by
C f (eg, a read inCc does not see modification of shared data
by C f ), even though it would have observed this effect if C f

and Cc were executed serially. We call this a forward depen-
dency violation.1

• C f does observe the effect of an operation performed by Cc
that could never occur if C f and Cc were executed serially
because C f would execute fully before Cc. We call this a
backward dependency violation.

An example of schedules demonstrating both forward and back-
ward dependency violations between C f and Cc, along with code
snippets representing execution contexts appear in Figure 7. In Fig-
ure 7(a) the continuation represented by context Cc should see the
result of the write to o.foo performed by the future represented
by context C f . In Figure 7(b) the future represented by context C f

should not see the result of the write to o.bar performed by the
continuation represented by context Cc. Note that the notion of a
dependency violation capture the same properties as the schedule
safety rules from Section 3.1 (forward dependency violations are
captured by the csafe rule and backward dependency violations are
captured by the fsafe rule).
We prevent forward dependency violations by tracking all data

accesses performed within execution contexts. We use per-context
read and write bit-maps to record accesses to shared state. Each
item of shared state (ie, object, array, or static variable) hashes to a
bit in each map. How we use these bit-maps to detect violations is
described below.
In the case of a forward dependency violation, the execution con-

text responsible for the violation is revoked automatically (with-
out programmer intervention) and restarted. Backward data depen-
dency violations are prevented by versioning items of shared state.
We preserve a copy-on-write invariant to ensure that each execution
context updates its own private versions of shared items, preventing

1Forward in the sense that an operation from the “logical future”
causes the violation.

C f

int i = o.bar;
o.foo = 0;

Cc

o.bar = 0;
int j = o.foo;

C f Cc

read(o)
write(o)
read(o)

write(o)
(a) Forward

C f Cc

write(o)
read(o)
write(o)

read(o)
(b) Backward

Figure 7: Dependency violations

it from seeing updates performed by execution contexts in its logi-
cal future. A detailed description of these mechanisms is presented
below.
With the copy-on-write invariant we must make sure that subse-

quent reads occur to the copy and not to the original. To achieve
this, we simply scan the copying context’s thread stack whenever
an item of shared state is copied, patching any references to the
original version to refer instead to the copy – this is called forward-
ing. Whenever a reference is loaded from the heap we ensure that it
is forwarded to the appropriate version. Thus, a context can never
use a reference to the wrong version.

4.3 Tracking data accesses
We track data accesses using compiler-inserted read and write

barriers: code snippets responsible for maintaining the meta-data
required to detect dependency violations, and inserted by the com-
piler at the point where shared data access operations occur. The
meta-data consists of the two bit-maps associated with each exe-
cution context: one for reads (ie, the read-map) and one for writes
(ie, the write-map). Whenever a read operation is performed on an
item of shared state (ie, object, array, or static variable), its hashed
bit is set in the read-map. Hashes for objects and arrays are their
natural hash value, while for a static variable it is its address (these
addresses are constants established when the class containing the
static variable is loaded). The same read-map is used for all shared
items. Write-maps are similarly maintained within write barriers,
though write barriers must always ensure that a new version is cre-
ated on first write by a context to a given item.
Since reads significantly outnumber writes in most Java pro-

grams, reducing the number of read barriers is critical to achieving
reasonable performance. Our implementation therefore trades off
accuracy for efficiency in detecting dependency violations. Instead
of placing barriers on all read accesses to shared items (eg, reading
an integer field from an object), we assume that once a reference
is read from the heap, the context reading it will eventually read
from the object targeted by that reference. Thus, the read barrier
is placed only on loads of references from the heap (eg, getfield
or arrayload bytecodes in which the type of the field or element
is a reference). In other words, we “pre-read” all objects to which
a context holds references (when a context is initialized this means
we must apply the pre-read barrier to all references in the current
activation record). The pre-read optimization is applied only for
objects and arrays to eliminate read barriers on them. All other
accesses, including reads from static variables, and all writes to
shared items incur the appropriate barrier.
Note that bit-maps are maintained only if there is more than one

active context present in the system (ie, there is potential for con-
currency and thus logical serial order violations). That is, barriers
are responsible only for fetching the most recent version of an item

- Forward dependency violations can be handled by tracking data 
dependencies. 
- Backward dependency violations can be handled by versioning updates.  
Future never sees a premature update by its continuation.
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Safe Futures

Runtime system maintains appearance of serial execution 
– Versions shared data 
– Tracks shared data accesses 
– Revokes non-serial executions
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Implementation

- Data accesses hashed into read and write maps 
- Maps used by continuation to detect conflicts for accesses from its 
future 
- Versions used by future to prevent seeing updates by its 
continuation 
- Rollback when conflict detected
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TM

TF

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 i2 = 5 global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 i2 = 5 global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 i2 = 5 global = 0

serial: 
i1 = 4
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TF

TM rd(i1)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 i2 = 5 global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 i2 = 5 global = 0
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 5 i2 = 5 global = 0
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Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(   )

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

R
W

i1 = 5 i2 = 5 global = 0

?

rd(i1)
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Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(   )

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

R
W

i1 = 5 i2 = 5 global = 0

?

i1M

rd(i1)
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Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(i1M)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

R
W

i1M = 10
i1 = 5 i2 = 5 global = 0

rd(i1)
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

rd(i1)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1M = 10
i1 = 5 i2 = 5 global = 0

wt(i1M)
rd(i1)
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

rd(i1)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1M = 10
i1 = 5 i2 = 5 global = 0

wt(i1M)
serial: 
i1 = 5

rd(i1)
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TF
rd(i1)

TM rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(i2M)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1M = 10 i2M = 10
i1 = 5 i2 = 5 global = 0

wt(i1M)
rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

rd(i1) rd(i2)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2); 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1M = 10 i2M = 10
i1 = 5 i2 = 5 global = 0

wt(i2M)wt(i1M)
serial: 
i2 = 5

rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

rd(i1) rd(i2)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1M = 10 i2M = 10
i1 = 5 i2 = 5 global = 0

wt(i2M)wt(i1M)

serial: 
10

rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(i1F)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1M = 10 i2M = 10
i1F = 4

i1 = 5 i2 = 5 global = 0

wt(i2M)wt(i1M)
rd(i2)rd(i1)

rd(i1)
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(i2F)

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1M = 10 i2M = 10
i1F = 4 i2F = 4

i1 = 5 i2 = 5 global = 0

wt(i1F)

wt(i2M)wt(i1M)
rd(i2)rd(i1)

rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

rd(i1) rd(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1M = 10 i2M = 10
i1F = 4 i2F = 4

i1 = 5 i2 = 5 global = 0

R
W

wt(i2M)wt(i1M)

wt(i2F)wt(i1F)

rd(i2)rd(i1)

rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

rd(i1) rd(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1M = 10 i2M = 10
i1F = 4 i2F = 4 global = 0

R
W

wt(i2F)wt(i1F)

wt(i2M)wt(i1M)
rd(i2)rd(i1)

rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

rd(i1) rd(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1M = 10 i2M = 10
i1 = 4 i2 = 4 global = 0

R
W

wt(i2M)wt(i1M)

wt(i2F)wt(i1F)

rd(i2)rd(i1)

rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

rd(i1) rd(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1M = 10 i2M = 10
i1 = 4 i2 = 4 global = 0

R
W

wt(i2M)wt(i1M)

wt(i2F)wt(i1F)

rd(i2)rd(i1)

rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

rd(i1) rd(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

R
W

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1M = 10 i2M = 10
i1 = 4 i2 = 4 global = 0

R
W

wt(i2M)wt(i1M)

wt(i2F)wt(i1F)

rd(i2)rd(i1)

rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF

TM

rd(i1) rd(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 4 i2 = 4 global = 0

R
W

R
W

wt(i2F)wt(i1F)
rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF

TM

rd(i1) rd(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 4 i2 = 4 global = 0

R
W

R
W

wt(i2F)wt(i1F)
rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF
rd(i1) rd(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 4 i2 = 4 global = 0

R
W

TM rd(i1)

R
W

wt(i2F)wt(i1F)
rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF
rd(i1) rd(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2); 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 4 i2 = 4 global = 0

R
W

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

R
W

wt(i2F)wt(i1F)
rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF
rd(i1) rd(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 4 i2 = 4 global = 0

R
W

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

R
W

wt(i2F)wt(i1F)
rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF
rd(i1) rd(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 4 i2 = 4 global = 0

R
W

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

R
W wt(i1M)

i1M = 8

wt(i2F)wt(i1F)

rd(i1)

rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF
rd(i1) rd(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 4 i2 = 4 global = 0

R
W

TM rd(i1) rd(i2) wt(i2M)
R
W wt(i1M)

i1M = 8 i2M = 8

wt(i2F)wt(i1F)

rd(i2)rd(i1)

rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF
rd(i1) rd(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 4 i2 = 4 global = 0

R
W

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

R
W

i1M = 8 i2M = 8

wt(i2F)wt(i1F)

wt(i2M)wt(i1M)
rd(i2)rd(i1)

rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF
rd(i1) rd(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1M = 8 i2M = 8 global = 0

R
W

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

R
W

wt(i2F)wt(i1F)

wt(i2M)wt(i1M)
rd(i2)rd(i1)

rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF
rd(i1) rd(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 8 i2 = 8 global = 0

R
W

wt(i2F)wt(i1F)

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

R
W wt(i2M)wt(i1M)

rd(i2)rd(i1)

rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF
rd(i1) rd(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 8 i2 = 8 global = 10

R
W

wt(i2F)wt(i1F)

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

R
W wt(i2M)wt(i1M) wt(global)

rd(i2)rd(i1)

rd(i2)rd(i1)
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TF
rd(i1) rd(i2)

get

static INT foo (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    INT res = i1.sum(i2);      10 
    i1.sub(1); i2.sub(1); 
    return res; }

static boolean bar (INT i1, INT i2) { 
    boolean res = i1.eq(i2);      true 
    i1.mul(2); i2.mul(2); 
    return res; }

Future f = F[foo(i1, i2)]; 
boolean test =  bar(i1, i2); 
if (test) global.add(f.get() );

i1 = 8 i2 = 8 global = 10

R
W

wt(i2F)wt(i1F)

TM rd(i1) rd(i2)

R
W wt(i2M)wt(i1M) wt(global)

i1 = 8   i2 = 8   global = 10

rd(i2)rd(i1)

rd(i2)rd(i1)
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Roll-back: Optimistic Transactions

Discard versions 
Futures: 

– evaluated within separate thread so just re-run 
Continuations: 

– Rewrite bytecodes to save state at start 
– On roll-back throw revoke exception 
– Modify run-time to unwind revoke exceptions without 

running user handlers 
– Handler restores state and restarts continuation

80


